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3rd Quarter Parking Committee Meeting Held 09/25/2016 Unit 51

Attendees: Becky Wilde, Bradd Graves, Kevin Ottem (temporary Board Liaison)

Assigned Spaces Policy

Discussion and decision on Assigned space changes. Main problem is non-use of assigned spaces resulting in
permanently unused spaces, resulting in perceptions of unfairness as only some units may access them. Proposal
to allow any vehicle with a GP sticker to use an assigned space. Also vote on proposal to require all assigned
space/third GP sticker applicants to present reg cards with YV address for all three vehicles.

Both proposals were approved by unanimous vote of attendees. Residents will be encouraged to be considerate of
each other's needs and report any abuse of this policy to the parking committee. Parking 

Bradd will write draft of proposed changes in parking policy to be presented to the board along with
the reasons for the changes.

Election of a Chairperson

 

Becky was elected to be chairperson. Selection to be ratified by the board.

 

Plan to follow up with the board regarding letters?

Regarding the letter to unit 37, the committee will follow up with John regarding when this letter will be sent.

Regarding the list of owners (residential or absent) who have refused to supply vehicle information regarding the
vehicles of tenants in their unit, Bradd will:

Work with Becky to update the list of such units.
Compose the first draft of the letter to be sent to such units
Forward the list and the draft to Kevin as board president
Kevin to work with Hammersmith to create a mass mailing to units on the list

 

New Owners info packet?

There appears to be no awareness on the part of new owners or renters / absentee landlords regarding their
responsibilities to notify us of their existence. 

Bradd will compose the first draft of a parking paragraph to be added to the existing welcome letter.
In a related matter, Becky will provide Kevin with the current letter sent to new homeowners and
Kevin will revise it to reflect current YV policies and procedures and submit it to Hammersmith as
our official letter.

 

Replacing MAXX

Maxx has shown improved performance recently and it was decided to continue to monitor them closely to ensure



that they continue to behave in a professional manner.

Becky will look into the possibility of getting a single point of contact at Maxx in order to ensure
smoother operations.

 

Start Ticketing Residential Vehicles in Driveways?

Our CCRs state that all vehicles parked regularly in the community must have a sticker. Beginning some time next
year, PC monitors will begin citing resident vehicles in driveways that do not have a GP sticker in evidence. The
change is contingent upon Hammermsmith sending compliance letters to units who have refused to register their
vehicles.

 


